February 13th, 2020

Italian Embassy of New Delhi, India

To Indian applicants for the medical course Harvey, University of Pavia, Italy

The Italian Consulate located in New Delhi, India is soon going to start the procedures for the 2020 pre-enrollments. This activity will begin as soon as the Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR) will release the deadlines for the upcoming academic year 2020-2021.

In order to facilitate the spreading of information for Indian students interested in beginning their academic career in the University of Pavia, the following links are provided:

pre-enrolments- useful information:

Declaration of Value:

study visas:

to submit the visa request:

The person of reference for Indian applicants in New Delhi- Italian consulate for study visas/pre-enrolments is:

Ms Valentina Ierna
Emai address:

newdelhi.study@esteri.it

phone number: +91 1126114355 (ext. 317)
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